
OCAG 07/21/16 Notes 

 

DOI AND HCPF: 

 No Updates at this time 

Quick Cost and Plan Finder: 

 Created for anonymous shopping 

 Customers will be able to receive an overview of how costs will be calculated and it will include 

estimated medical expense, based on data from the All Payers Claims Database. 

 With the tool, the goal is to continue to educate customers about plans and cost and help their 

health literacy 

 The launch date for the tool is either end of August of early September. All of this will be 

contingent on CIVHC and finishing smaller projects within the tool. 

 Plans will be able to be arranged based on customers need but unsure how they will be 

arranged as of this moment. 

 There will be outreach around the plan explanations so that customers are more knowledgeable 

about what plans. 

Review of OE3 Strategy: 

 Connector Tool and Broker Lead Tool were great success’s for our organization and our 

customers. It really helped funnel customers to assistors 

 57 out of 62 counties had an increase in enrollments per counties. 

 Brand and Market awareness was up to 60% and many positive impacts were made on 

customers.  

OE4 Strategy: 

 Marketing and outreach will be heavy at the beginning of Open Enrollment and there will be a 

heavy focus on the Jan. 1st deadline. 

 Marketing money will be set aside to respond to any unexpected contingencies.  

 There will be a huge focus on geo-targeted outreach for customer. 

 This year there will be no store. Instead we will use the money and the resources to support 

enrollment centers and having staff support the sites and assist with enrollment events.  

 There will be a heavy focus on customer stories and social media. 

 Messaging priority will be on financial assistance and who will be eligible for help.  

 Customer Retention is crucial for this year. Connect for Health Colorado will communicate 

health and financial security to their customers. 

 With election around the corner, talking points will be released about how Connect for Health 

Colorado will talk to customers. Key thing to remember- this is still the law and we will need to 

follow the law, regardless who is new President.  

 Connect for Health Colorado will optimize print material and will be promotion enrollment 

events surrounding data-driven targeted outreach/approach. 



Customer Story Revamp: 

 Customer story page on our site will be changing and Connect for Health Colorado will be adding 

a new level of stories, making stories much more powerful. 

 Currently, trying to find new ways to retrieve customer stories; incentive, enrollment events, 

customer newsletter, adding a selfie with a hashtag (push social media) 

 

  


